QUABBIN REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
School Committee Minutes
Thursday, July 16, 2020
Educational Support Center

This meeting was held remotely in accordance with the Governor of Massachusetts’ March 12, 2020
Order Suspending Certain Provisions of the Open Meeting Law G.L. c. 30A, Section 2 utilizing Zoom
Technology.
PRESENT
Chair
Vice-Chair

Absent:

Lee Wolanin
Mark Brophy
Emilly Cartier
Debra Chamberlain
Dave Deschamps
Ned Kelly
David Marsh
Walter Nutter
Marcelino Sarabia
Peggy Thompson
Mark Wigler

Member, Barre
Member, Barre
Member, Hardwick
Member, Hubbardston
Member, Barre
Member, Hardwick
Member, Barre (arrived 8:20)
Member, Oakham
Member, Hardwick
Member, New Braintree
Member, Hubbardston (arrived 6:40)

Dr. Richard Allan, Barre
David Correia, Hubbardston
William Hansen, Hubbardston
Fred Jean-Francois, Oakham

ALSO PRESENT
Dr. Sheila Muir
District Administrators/Staff

Press:
Town Officials/Residents:

Superintendent of Schools
Kristin Campione; Gregory Devine; Colleen Mucha; Adam
Couturier; Andrew Walsh; Clare Barnes; Shelly St. George; Jill
Peterson; Tricia Worthington; Sue Musnicki; Chris Carlson; Keri
Dubois-Gould; Evan Barringer; other staff members
Ellie Downer, Barre Gazette;
Parents and community members not identifiable on Zoom

1. The meeting was called to order at 6:35 p.m.
2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
 June 11, 2020 - A motion was made by Mr. Deschamps and seconded by Mr. Kelly to approve the
minutes of June 11, 2020. Motion passed unanimously by a roll call vote.
3. ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTS
a) Superintendent of Schools



Superintendent’s Report - Dr. Muir opened the meeting by extending her thanks to the facilities staff
and nursing staff for their work in cleaning the buildings and in planning for COVID-19. The district is
receiving snippets of information in regard to what transportation will look like in the fall.
She also reported that the Hubbardston roof project has been approved by the Hubbardston voters, and
expressed her thanks to the Hubbardston citizens and town officials for helping to make this happen.
 School Closure & COVID-19 Update : Dr. Muir reviewed the Initial QRSD School Reopening Feasibility
Study Results (attached). This is a feasibility student required by DESE across Massachusetts. Although
the Administrative Team has done a tremendous amount of work on this project, there is still a
tremendous amount of work to be done. The plans had to begin with numerous unanswered questions
and many assumptions had to be made. The Commissioner of Education recommended planning with a
level services budget, and plan as though you can provide for students as we did last year. The district
will also offer a full remote learning plan for families who choose not to send their child(ren) back to the
classroom. The Administrative Team started their plans with the Strategic Plan as well as feedback
survey data from remote learning. The Administrative team came up with 7 District Planning Priorities.
The team worked together for 4 days in July to establish district planning priorities based upon analysis
of all district survey data. The team established planning assumptions and did an initial analysis for
three models of instruction required by DESE. The three models include: an in person model with 3’
distancing; a hybrid model of remote and in person teaching; a full remote model in the event we go
back into a lockdown.
The entire presentation is attached to the minutes.
b) Director of Administrative Services
 Director’s Report – in the absence of Director Duval, Dr. Muir reported that financial team is completing
the year-end close and preparing for the audit. Although the reports are not yet complete, the following
information is available about the FY20 close:
The financial team is completing the year-end close and preparing for the audit. Although the reports
are not yet complete, the following information is available about the FY20 close:
After a reclass of $1,116,489 in salaries and Medicare expense and $274,446 in transportation costs that
were initially charged to the School Choice revolving account, the general fund budget is expected to
close with a balance of $22,277.
This transfer frees up $1,390,934 of School Choice revolving account reserve, which can be used to
offset FY21 expenses. The director recommends that the amount of the transportation reserve be
targeted to help defray the cost of any additional buses which may be needed to transport students
under the health and safety guidelines of school re-entry.
Even with a loss of $75k in Medicaid reimbursement and $12k in Pre-k tuition, the district ended the
year with $131,165 in excess revenue. This is mostly due to a DESE supplemental budget to increase the
prior year’s transportation reimbursement and an unanticipated increase in FY20’s transportation
reimbursement.
The E&D account is estimated to close with a balance of $920,000 or 2.6% of the FY20 budget. $427,000
has been approved by school committee to be used as a revenue source for the FY21 budget.
 Presentation of Warrants – Payroll Warrants for FY20: 26, 26.1, 27 and payroll warrants for FY21: 1.
AP warrants for FY20: 37A, 38A, 38V and AP warrants for FY21: 1A, 2A were approved by the Warrant
Subcommittee.
 Food Service Update – From March 17 – June 24th, total meals prepared and distributed were 101,292
(Breakfast 50,646 & Lunch 50,646). Also distributed 1,267 produce boxes (25,340 pounds of produce)
with USDA Farmers to Families Food Boxes Program.
The summer food distribution program began on July 9th together with distribution of the USDA Produce
boxes. The summer program allows for distribution by pickup only at Hardwick Elementary School or
the middle/high school on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Day 1 – prepared and distributed 4 days-worth of food
Total meals prepared and distributed 2,808 (351 students with 1404 breakfast & 1404 lunches)
Along with distributing 224 USDA produce boxes (4,480 pounds of produce)

Day 2 – prepared and distributed 3 days-worth of food
Total meals prepared and distributed 1,662 (277 students with 831 breakfast & 831 lunches)
As of 7/13/20, the Food & Nutritional Services Department has been awarded $16, 500 in grants for
COVID-19 emergency feeding. The director has applied for an additional $13,790 in grants and is
currently working on a grant submission for a cargo van, ice packs, food carriers, etc. for food
distribution.
 District administration continues to work with NESDEC to finalize the 10-year demographic study report,
which is expected to be completed soon. NESDEC will also update the report with the October 1, 2020
enrollment data.
 District administration continues to work with the MARS Consulting Group under the Regionalization
Grant. Preliminary reports are expected soon. The group will present their reports to the school
committee and public officials when it is safe to have in-person meetings.
 Dr. Muir explained that within thirty days of failed budget, the School Committee needs to reconvene to
reconsider the budget and pass new assessment information. Communities then have 45 days to call a
meeting in their town for a vote. There is an option in that the School District can request an additional
15 days to reconsider the budget, pushing out the date for towns to take a final vote. In doing this, the
hope is that the district will have more information on state budget figures.
Motion made by Mr. Brophy and seconded by Mr. Kelly to request an extension of 15 days beyond the
thirty days allowed by statute to reconsider the FY21 budget.
Motion passed unanimously by a roll call vote: Mr. Marsh – yes; Mr. Brophy – yes; Mr. Deschamps yes;
Mr. Kelly – yes; Mr. Sarabia – yes; Ms. Cartier – yes; Mrs. Chamberlain – yes; Mr. Wigler – yes; Mrs.
Thompson – yes; Mr. Nutter – Nutter – yes; Chairman Wolanin – yes.
c) Teacher Advisory Council
 Evan Barringer, President of the QRTA, expressed that he feels that DESE has dropped the ball since the
pandemic began in March. He is happy to see that the district will have Task Forces set up to address
different areas. He, as well as many teachers he has spoken with, is upset that the DESE protocols go
against those of the CDC recommendations. He does feel that the MTA and DESE are looking at the
requirement of 6’ minimum spacing. Mr. Barringer is in full agreement that we need every single one of
our teachers called back in order to make any sort of plan work for our students.
d) Student Advisory Council
 No report
4. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
a) Administrative Review
 No report was given
b) Audit
 No report was given
c) Budget
 No report was given
d) Central Office
 No report was given
e) Collective Bargaining
 Will be meeting in August
f) Plant and facilities

Earlier this year, the Plant & Facilities Subcommittee decided to hold in making a decision about the
press box/bleacher system capital project until the engineering study for the site work was complete
and the subcommittee would know the full estimated cost of the project. The estimated cost of the
site work is $91,550.80, bringing the total estimated project cost to $255,393.80. The project was
slated to be funded by the athletic revolving account, which has a current balance of $223,300. At this
time, the project has been put on hold.

g) Policy & Review
 No report was given
h) Special Education
 No report was given
i) QEMP
 No report was given
j) Technology
 No report was given
5. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
 None
6. PUBLIC COMMENT
 None
7. SCHOOL COMMITTEE CONCERNS
 None
8. NEW BUSINESS
 Motion made by Mr. Brophy and seconded by Mr. Wigler to approve the COVID-19 State Funding
Resolution to support adequate state funding related to extensive supplies and equipment necessary for
COVID-19 related needs.
Motion passed unanimously by a roll call vote.
 Motion made by Mr. Brophy and seconded by Mr. Kelly to approve the Anti-Racism resolution with the
addition of the last paragraph to read: “Current events have led us to acknowledge that all lives cannot
matter until Black lives matter. To that end, we must ensure our own school culture and that of every
district in the Commonwealth promotes racial equality, and commit to work to ensure racism and hate
in all forms are confronted and ended, including the use of Native American imagery by school sports
teams”.
Motion passed unanimously by a roll call vote.
9. REQUEST FOR EXECUTIVE SESSION
 None
10. ADJOURNMENT
A motion was made by Mr. Brophy and seconded by Mr. Kelly to adjourn the meeting at 9:33 p.m.
The motion passed unanimously.
Respectfully submitted,

Jessica A. Bennett
School Committee Secretary
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School Reopening Feasibility Study Results

DISTRICT PLANNING PRIORITIES
• Keep student and staff safety at the center of all decisions.
• Keep social-emotional well-being at the center of all decisions.
• Ensure clear communication of all important district and school information.
• With students’ best interests at the forefront, ensure all district resources
are allocated efficiently and equitably.
• Use data to drive all decisions.
• Ensure rigor, engagement, and accountability for students.
• Ensure flexibility for all systems (regardless of being in-person, hybrid, or remote),
so that transitions between learning modes can be accomplished with ease.
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School Reopening Feasibility Study Results

WHAT HAS BEEN COMPLETED TO THIS POINT:
Administrative team members worked together for 4 days last week to :
• Establish district planning priorities based on analysis of all district survey data
• Establish planning assumptions:
- We will be fully staffed.
- Students will attend in their current school setting.
- We will use a traditional grading system.
- We will return to previous levels of expectations prior to COVID-19 for all modes of
learning including consistent work completion, rigor and accountability
- Instruction will be differentiated to meet student learning needs.
- Plans will be built for flexibility and ease of movement between models by choice or by mandate by
ensuring consistency of curriculum, instruction, and assessment.
• Initial analysis for three models of instruction required by DESE.
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
An educational model that is
implemented in our schools with
our staff and students aligned to
the health and safety guidelines
as outlined by MA DESE.
It is designed to bring ALL of our
students back to our campuses by
attending their home schools.

Following all health & safety protocols
from MA DESE
• 3 -foot distancing for students

proposed

Full In-Person Learning Model

STRENGTHS
• Ensures the optimal academic and socialemotional outcomes for the majority
of students.

• All students facing in the same direction • Provides a familiar model for supervision
and evaluation with multiple opportunities
• Masks for students grade 2 and up
for timely feedback
• Periodic mask breaks
• Allows use of existing structures for profes• Masks for all staff
sional learning and teacher collaboration
• Masks for all students while on busses
• When feasible, teachers will change
classrooms to allow students to stay
in place

CHALLENGES
• Requires the strictest health and safety
protocols
• Increased costs and resources
- classroom furniture, staff, transportation, PPE
• Limitations of learning environment for
optimal student achievement
- classroom set up, collaboration,
movement, learning resources
- loss of classroom space for Art,
Music, STEM and PE
• Loss of learning time
- scheduling to accommodate lunches,
recess and specials
- new routines such as mask breaks, one
way hallways, arrival/dismissal, etc

• Plans for students and staff to move
throughout the building safely
• No sharing of materials
• Plans for dealing with student
and staff illness
UNKNOWN FACTORS THAT MAY CHANGE THE FEASIBILITY OF THIS PLAN
• Transportation guidelines have
not been released from DESE.

• Implications for food service in the classrooms has not been studied to date

• Guidelines for food service have
not been released.

• The number of students who will
return to in-person learning is not
known at this time

• Changing work conditions must
be bargained with all collective
bargaining groups
• Budget uncertainties may make it
impossible to staff a full in person model

• Changing DESE health & safety guidelines
may change the in-person learning model
• Changing information about the spread of
COVID-19 may change the in-person model
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
Is a model of teaching in which students
will access all content, curriculum, and other educational resources outside of their
typical classroom environment. It requires
the leveraging of technology to facilitate
learning opportunities.
There are two circumstances that
would require this model.
1. Families may choose not to re-engage

with any in-person options provided
by QRSD.

2. We are required to send all students

into this model as a result of mandates.

• Remote learning consists of students
engaging in both “live” time with
teachers and time to access instructional resources such as teacher videos,
slide shows and other learning
opportunities.
• The amount of time where the
teacher will be “live” will be kept
consistent and will vary by student
need, task, and age level.
• Students will be actively engaged
in learning time that is equivalent
to a regular school day.
• Requirement for parent education
and support.

proposed

Remote Learning Model

STRENGTHS
• Optimal model for minimizing the
transmission of COVID-19 within the
school environment.
• May increase opportunities for greater
engagement for some students
• Space does not impact the model
• Structure allows building administrators to
focus the majority of their time on student
learning outcomes and educator support
• Allows for learning to take place
“anywhere” and at “any time”

CHALLENGES
DISRUPTION TO:

• Delivery of curriculum, instruction
and assessment
• Teacher collaboration
and professional learning
• Traditional modes of communication
• Supervision and evaluation
• Traditional methods of data collection
and accountability
• On-campus opportunities for students

• In school schedules do not impact
learning time
• Student transportation not necessary

UNKNOWN FACTORS THAT MAY CHANGE THE FEASIBILITY OF THIS PLAN
• Remote learning platform
available through DESE
• Cost of software programs that
may be necessary to supplement
the remote learning platform

• Availability of technology for all students
• Availability of internet access for all
students

• The effectiveness of remote learning,
especially for our youngest students,
and for students with disabilities

• Capacity of all families to commit to
providing the level of support and
engagement that remote learning requires
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A model of teaching and learning that
is a blend of in-person and remote
learning. In-person learning is an
educational model that is implemented
in our schools with students and staff
learning together in the same space.
Remote learning is a model in which
students will access content, curriculum,
and other education resources from a
location other than their typical
classroom, and requires the leveraging
of technology to facilitate learning
opportunities.
Hybrid learning consists of breaking
students into two or more diverse,
inclusive and heterogeneous cohorts,
with some students learning in-person
for a period of time, while other
students learn remotely for the same
period of time. The schedule for in-person
and remote learning will alternate for
student cohorts on a regular schedule.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

proposed

Hybrid Learning Model

STRENGTHS

CHALLENGES

Following all health & safety protocols
from MA DESE

• Smaller cohorts may reduce the possibility
of COVID-19 transmission

• Many of the challenges for remote
and in-person still exist in this model

• A defined schedule for cohorts of students to learn in school and remotely

• Classroom set up may allow for more
opportunities for movement

• Students from the same family attending
in-person learning on the same schedule
whenever possible

• Opportunity to prioritize student
populations and need

• Scheduling
- use of buildings, cohorts, busing,
family needs

• Exceptions to the hybrid schedule may
be made for special populations and student’s needs.
• In -person instructional time will prioritize engagement in higher order thinking
tasks, while remote instruction will focus
on introduction of content, practice or
independent work.
• Expectations for time allocated to
learning tasks will be consistent whether
a student is learning remotely or person
and will approximate the length of a
full school day.
• Opportunities for cohort A and cohort B
to build community will implemented.

• In- person learning time allows access to
data points that are unavailable in the
remote setting
• Balances familiar learning modes with
unfamiliar learning modes which may
mitigate some of the challenges caused
by a shift to purely remote learning

• Transitions of learning in-person and
learning remotely may be difficult
for students
• Differences in access to resources in
both environments may be challenging
• Staffing

UNKNOWN FACTORS THAT MAY CHANGE THE FEASIBILITY OF THIS PLAN
• All of the unknown factors for in-person and remote learning apply here as well!
• The number of families and students needing consistent schedules
• Family circumstances (work schedules, familiarity with technology resources
and curricular demand) are unknown
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School Reopening Feasibility Study Results

NEXT STEPS:
Establish Task Forces to gain input from stakeholder groups related to the following:
•

Human Resources

•

School Specific Protocols

•

Teaching and Learning

•

Student Services

•

Technology

•

Transportation

•

Food Service

•

Athletics

•

Health and Safety

•

Before and After School Programming (Fun Frontier)

•

Social and Emotional Wellness

•

Continue to evaluate the impact of Spring ‘20
remote learning to inform staffing patterns,
details of remote plans, etc

•

Refine initial models

Additional steps needed:
•

Communication Plan

•

Professional Learning

•

Revise budget to reflect needed
resources for reopening

•

Survey staff and families

18:37:11

From cmucha : Hi everyone!

18:37:34

From G8 ThinQ : Good evening!

18:37:49

From Stacey Canfield : Hello!

18:42:50

From G8 ThinQ : G8 ThinQ is Chris Carlson

18:56:17

From Stacey Canfield : Sounds great, Kristin- Thank you!

19:02:10

From Kristin Campione : Thank you Stacey!

19:27:36
From Aaron Langlois : Aaron Langlois- Oakham Board of Health Chair and Public Health
Nurse- Is there a plan to engage local boards of health?
19:27:38

From Aaron Langlois : 7

19:27:50
From Sara Bissonnette : Sara Bissonnette, Barre - Will the remote learning option be
for the full year?
19:28:35

From Debra Chamberlain : I believe Hubbardston had 6 cases

19:35:03
From Joshua Schroeder : Joshua Schroeder - QRHS teacher - In every other context, 6 ft
is the minimum recommended distance. If I go to Lowe's, for instance, I spend 10 minutes in line 6ft
away from everyone. The people who crafted this guidance did so remotely. I have serious reservations
and concerns about relaxing this requirement for students, who are going to be together for several
hours.
19:35:39

From Evan Barringer : I agree Josh...I will be discussing in a minute

19:36:15
From Brandon Girard : Brandon Girard: Hardwick: What happens when a student, staff,
or immediately family test positive. What would be the protocol?
19:36:56

From Louise Nally : Louise Nally Hubbardston

19:37:05

From kristynagle@rocketmail.com : Kristy Nagle,Oakam

19:38:09
From Louise Nally : Louise Nally Hubbardston I am concerned about the 3 feet
distancing if that allows 22 to 24 student in a room
19:38:13
From kristynagle@rocketmail.com : kristy nagle, oakham will new preschoolers and K
students get some kind of before school orientation.
19:38:19
From iPhone : Sue Rousseau, first grade teacher at Hardwick. I am concerned for
myself, students, and our families only keeping 3 feet, especially when masks are not required for
students
19:39:42
From kstaiti : Brandon, there are specific guidelines for separation of the individual and
cleaning and sanitizing which the district is preparing for.
19:39:44
From iPhone : Sue Rousseau: masks not required for students in first grade,
kindergarten, and pre-school

19:42:46
classroom?

From Brandon Girard : Brandon Girard: Hardwick: What is the average sq footage of a

19:47:59
From Ailey Wynne : Hello everyone. I understand that school districts were asked not
to release a plan until the end of July beginning of August. I also understand that we will not have a
budget until the end of August. How will you be able to release a definitive plan before the start of
school without knowing the budget? Thanks.
19:49:10
From Sara Bissonnette : Sara Bissonnette, Barre. Who will be teaching the remote
learning? Will it be the same teachers who are teaching the in person classes?
19:49:58
From Evan Barringer : Hi Andrew.....a few people texted saying they were struggling to
get in....thanks for any help on that!
19:57:17
From Brandon Girard : Brandon Girard: Hardwick: Regarding Remote Learning: will you
strive to maintain normal home schooling standard times versus trying to teach a full day? ie: 2 to 3
hours a day for elementary school age children and 3 to 5 hours a day for older grades?
20:09:03
From lford : Linda Ford, Ruggles Lane: How will teachers teach their students in person
and on line a the same time?
20:18:11
From Amanda : hello, this may be a silly question but is there an address where I could
send an email for the (entire) school committee?
20:19:05

From Amanda : disregard: I found a way to email them.

20:19:51

From David Marsh : sorry i am late everyone.

20:27:57
From Ailey Wynne : Ailey Wynne, Parent. I have a real concern about sending children
back who will have a tough time following social distancing guidelines and wearing masks.
20:28:35

From Ailey Wynne : Especially small children.

20:29:58
From Brandon Girard : Brandon Girard: Hardwick: Will School Choice be suspended if
we go back to full time in school learning or a hybrid Model?
20:32:02
From Carol-Anne : Carol-Anne Villanova - High school: Mr. Kelly asked about the
number of positive cases in our towns and the number of staff over the age of 55, but we also must
consider the number of students and staff with preexisting conditions like asthma, heart conditions, or
autoimmune diseases that at a greater risk. Additionally- the number of students and staff with family
members who get exposed through their jobs at hospital, medical facilities, and other essential workers.
20:32:08
From Kelly Hilcoff : Kelly Hilcoff: Teacher at Ruggles Lane, Parent in New Braintree.
Have distances between 3 and 6 feet been considered? What is the largest distance that would
accommodate all students?
20:32:15
From Aaron Langlois : board of health is responsible for contact tracing of someone
exposed. That would include anyone known to have come in contact.

20:34:31
From Serenity : Grace Madsen, Oakham, Since the state requirements and budget
information may not be out until mid August, is it feasible for schools to open on time or is there a
possibility of delaying the start of school?
20:36:18
From iPhone : will students in grades 1, kindergarten, and pre-school have 6 feet
distance due to masks being optional? Sue Rousseau Teacher at Hardwick
20:39:20
From Tiffany P : Tiffany Prunesti, Oakham. I thought I heard that families can remote
learn if we return to in person. If a family wants to remote learn vs in person are they committing to the
year or a semester?
20:39:44

From Michelle : what are some of the school bus options that are being looked at?

20:43:05
From iPhone : Diana VanOudenhove, parent Oakham/ Oakham Board of Health. If a
student started remote at the beginning of the school year can they attend school again in person once
school resumes to “normal”
20:44:47
From Brandon Girard : Brandon Girard: Hardwick If we are trying to find space and
worried about COVID from external areas why would we take the school choice children? Is it an
obligation?
20:48:55

From iPhone : nailed it

20:50:05
looked at

From Michelle : Michelle Barre What are some of the school bus options that are being

21:30:13
From Brandon Girard : Brandon Girard: Hardwick: What is the point to writing the
governor about this? It seems as if the district and school committee is virtue signaling at a time where
people are extremely versus creating any actual policy ovr any actual event within the district.
21:32:02

From Brandon Girard : extremely political*

